Y

or patrons can study a wide number of fascinating individuals with Gale's Encyclopedia of World Biography on CD-ROM (EWB on CD). They'll enjoy instant electronic access to 7,200 biographies on living and deceased individuals whose contributions are vital to understanding social and cultural history.

The first complete revision of this work in 25 years, this authoritative CD offers all of the information of the 17-vol. print Encyclopedia of World Biography, 2nd edition and the 1998 Supplement in an electronic format.

IN-DEPTH PROFILES OF MORE THAN 7,200 NOTABLE PEOPLE

Encyclopedia of World Biography on CD-ROM provides in-depth biographical profiles on 7,200 notable persons from all backgrounds, occupations and time periods ranging from B.C. to present day — including individuals who have been instrumental in politics and government, religion, science, business, sports, the arts and entertainment, technology and more. Patrons will be intrigued by the vast number of entries about women and individuals from multicultural and international environments, including:

• Kofi Annan — Ghanian politician; Secretary General of United Nations
• Tony Blair — British Prime Minister
• Boudicca — (female) Celt army leader c. 61 A.D.
• Marion Zimmer Bradley — American sci-fi writer
• Sean Connery — Scottish actor
• Andrea Doria — Genoese admiral and statesman (1466-1560)
• M. C. Escher — Dutch printmaker
• Thor Heyerdahl — Norwegian anthropologist
• Lynn Johnston — Canadian cartoonist
• Laurent Kabila — Congolese leader
• Dith Pran — Cambodian journalist
• Andre Previn — German conductor

NEW TITLE

The quality and comprehensiveness of the entries is impressive.

— Knowledge Quest Encyclopedia of World Biography print version

NEW EDITION

The quality and comprehensiveness of the entries is impressive.

— Knowledge Quest Encyclopedia of World Biography print version

ADDITIONAL FEATURES PATRONS WILL APPRECIATE:

• Access to data through a multitude of search options, including “Custom Search.” Researchers can find biographies in many different ways and create specific, targeted lists
• Thousands of high-resolution photographs and portraits that complement most entries
• A timeline featuring world events and events in listees lives. Users can hyperlink to biographies by clicking on a timeline event
• Options for printing and downloading at all points; users can batch material to be printed or downloaded
• An attractive Windows interface
• Sources for further study

A consolidated index with diverse capacities makes it easy for patrons to quickly locate needed data not only by an individual’s works but by categories such as names of songs, books and paintings.

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-877-GALE OR FAX 1-800-414-5043
Electronic access to 7,200 biographies of notable individuals from B.C. to present day

A VARIETY OF SEARCH OPTIONS HELP PATRONS FIND THE INFORMATION THEY NEED FAST

IN-DEPTH PROFILES PERTINENT INFORMATION ON A WIDE VARIETY OF INDIVIDUALS

ORDER FORM

Name/Title ____________________________________________________
Organization _________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________
City/State/Prov. ___________________________ ZIP/Postal Code ______
Phone (___)________________________ Fax (___) __________________
Gale Account #______________________________________________
E-mail_______________________________________________________

Qty Order No. Title Price S.O.
---- GML20098-112511 Encyclopedia of World Biography ..........$975.00
---- GML20098-111736 2nd Ed., 17-vol. set.......................... $975.00
---- GML20098-112507 1998 Supplement .............................. $99.00

Gale Guarantee: Review your purchase for 30 days. If you're not completely satisfied, simply return it at your expense for a full refund.

Method of Payment:
☑ Payment enclosed. Gale pays postage and handling.
☑ I have an established account. Please bill me, including postage and handling.

P.O. #________________________ (Subject to credit approval. If using your own P.O., please indicate Gale Order #GML20098.)

New Customers: please pay by credit card or check.
☑ I would like to establish an account with Gale. Please send a credit application.

Phone: 1-800-877-GALE • Fax: 1-800-414-5043
E-mail: galeord@gale.com
Gale • P.O. Box 9187 • Farmington Hills, MI 48333-9187

Special discounts cannot be combined with any other offer.
Prices subject to change without notice. Prices do not include GST or local taxes. Sales tax applicable in AZ, CA, CO, CT, FL, GA, KY, MA, MD, MI, MO, NJ, NY, OH, PA, TN, TX, VA and Canada.
GSA contract #GS-14F-6092A

Save 5% by placing a Standing Order (S.O.). You'll receive new releases upon publication. Just check the S.O. box above. CD-ROM products are not available on Standing Order.